LEVERAGE Trading
Product Overview

WHAT IS MARGIN TRADING
Margin Trading allows a trader to enter into positions larger than his account balance by
borrowing money from a broker at an interest cost for a given time interval. The trader
guarantees the loan by putting up parts of his account balance as collateral, while putting parts
of his own balance into trading together with the borrowed capital.

THE RISK OF MARGIN TRADING

The risk of Margin Trading is that the trader can lose more than he has actively placed into
Trading, since his total balance serves as collateral for the borrowed funds. A position will
automatically be closed and forced to sell at loss when the value decrease of the purchased
asset exceeds the amount the trader has deposited as collateral, and the broker will seize the
collateral to ensure repayment of the borrowed amount.

THE BENEFIT OF MARGIN TRADING

The benefit of Margin Trading is that when the trader makes a successful trade the profit is
multiplied since he will collect the profit made from borrowed capital in addition to that of his
own capital.
For example: A trader buys assets worth $10,000, with own capital of $1,000 and borrowed
capital of $9,000. This means he is trading with a Leverage of 1:10.

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
In Leveraged Trading CBC trades with a leverage of up to 1:20. It is the CBC product with the
highest short term return potential. As such, it is also the product that carries the highest degree of
risk. Therefore we are capping the investments into each round by a maximum deposit, to cater for
that clients do not invest more than what is reasonable too loose. The product is run in common
Rounds of Leveraged Trading, where investors are given a limited period to register and deposit
funds and after which the actual trading activity goes on for 45 days. After 90 days the original
investment and the capital gains, minus the CBC fee, is transferred back to the investor. Leveraged
Trading is available to all size of investors, from small to large, but with the clear disclaimer that:
1. This is HIGH RISK
2. Invest only money that you’re fully prepared to loose before the round is over

MINIMUM INVESTMENT
Minimum investment

Trading period

CBC Performance Fee

$ 50,000

90 days

30%

HISTORICAL PERFORMANCE
Round no.

Performance

Round 1

+ 197%

Round 2

+ 153%

Round 3

+ 53,4%

Round 4

- 70%

Round 4.5

+ 48,4%

Round 5

+42,1%

Round 6

- 35,2%

Round 7

+ 38,8%

Round 8

+ 41%

START YOUR INVESTMENT
NOW !

For more information contact our team members by e-mail at: contact@cbc-finance.ro or by phone at:
+40 756 022 500

